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How to decide whether a 
meeting is worth attending
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‣ Run a Priority Check, but instead of asking whether this 
task will help you achieve your long-term objective, ask 
whether this meeting will help you achieve your long-term 
objective.

‣ Pretend the meeting is scheduled for tomorrow. Do you 
still want to participate? Would you cancel some of the 
obligations on your schedule in order to attend?

‣ Practice “cancel-elation.” Imagine that you’ve agreed, 
only to later find out that the meeting was cancelled. Are 
you relieved? If so, you should probably pass.

To stay focused 
throughout the day, 
you need to get good 
at saying no, without 
damaging your 
relationships
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How to minimize your time 
investment in internal meetings

‣ Ask for an agenda.

‣ When appropriate, explain why you’re too busy to attend 
and send a few bullet points that provide your input.

‣ Send an email to the meeting organizer asking if you 
can address the topic you want to contribute to at the 
start of the meeting (so you can leave right after).

Three strategies for saying no 
without saying “no”
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‣ Delay – Instead of saying no, postpone for a time that is 
more convenient for you. For example, when a 
colleague comes to your desk and asks, “Do you have a 
second?” you can say, “Sure. Can I come find you in 20 
minutes?”

‣ Divert – Introduce the requester to another person who 
can solve their problem, without you needing to be 
involved.

‣ Shrink – Shorten the time investment involved, so you 
can get in and get out as quickly as possible.
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The value of conducting 
a weekly review

‣ The weekly review is a time to step back and review the 
week that ended, as well as look ahead to the coming week.

‣ It ensures that you are allocating your time to tasks that will 
help you reach your long term priorities.

‣ If you don’t plan before your week begins, it’s hard not to 
get swept up in a wave of activities.

‣ During your weekly review, you have 3 objectives:
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– Clear out notes and emails
– Review your “Capture List”
– Place tasks you want to achieve on your calendar

What we eat affects our 
performance in a variety 
of ways, influencing:

‣ How much energy we have.

‣ Our ability to concentrate.

‣ How we feel.

‣ How we manage our emotions.

‣ The quality of our decision-making.
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Everything we eat is converted 
by our body into glucose

‣ When we’re low on glucose, we have a tough time 
staying focused and our attention drifts. 

‣ Not all foods are processed by our bodies at the same 
speed. 

‣ Some foods (like pasta, bread, cereal and soda) release 
their glucose quickly, leading to a burst of energy – but 
then, they’re followed by a slump. 

‣ On the other extreme, meals high in saturated fat (like 
cheeseburgers and deep-fried chicken wings) contain 
protein, which provides more sustained energy.

‣ However, they also require our digestive system to work 
harder, reducing oxygen levels in the brain and making 
us groggy.
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The Glycemic Index reveals 
how quickly a food releases its 
glucose into the blood stream 

‣ Foods are ranked on a scale of 0-100 on how they 
compare to pure glucose, which rates at 100

‣ Foods with a low glycemic index release glucose into 
your bloodstream gradually, which is ideal because it 
leads to a steady supply of glucose.
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There are two goals when eating 
for top mental performance 
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Tips for making healthy eating 
easier to achieve

‣ Doing so will help you achieve a steady, consistent energy 
level, and you’ll be able to go longer without feeling hungry

1. Eat lean proteins – things like grilled chicken or salmon 

2. Eat carbs that are low on the glycemic index

‣ Hide the unhealthy food (or make it inconvenient to get to)

‣ Make healthy eating easier to do

‣ Pre-decide what you will eat at a time when you’re not tired

‣ Instead of trying to avoid unhealthy foods, focus instead on 
trying to eat more healthy foods

‣ Eat on time
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The value of regular exercise
‣ Lowers stress

‣ Raises stamina

‣ Improves concentration

‣ Sharpens focus

‣ Better memory

The reason exercise leads to faster learning is 
because movement increases production of a 
protein called BDNF, which promotes the growth 
of neurons in the memory region of the brain.
If you want to learn more quickly, you need to 
incorporate more movement into your day.

How to get more exercise
‣ Find a physical activity you actually enjoy.

‣ Instead of simply “trying to get more exercise,” focus on 
mastering an activity.

‣ If you can, become part of a team (not just a collective).

‣ Avoid an all or nothing mindset.
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There are different 
benefits to exercising at 
different points in the day

‣ Keeps stress lower throughout the day

‣ Morning exercisers are more consistent

Benefits of pre-work exercise

‣ Better hand-eye coordination in the afternoon

‣ Muscle strength peaks in the afternoon

‣ Associated with lower body temperature around 
bedtime, which helps you fall asleep 

Benefits of after-work exercise
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Scheduling breaks  
into your day

‣ Replenishes your energy

‣ Improves your self-control

‣ Enhances your attention in the hours that follow
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Breaks improve your performance 
by refreshing your focus and by 
leveraging “goal reactivation”

‣ Following a brief intermission, picking up where you left 
off forces you to take a few seconds to think globally 
about what you’re ultimately trying to achieve. 

‣ That practice makes it easier for you to stay on course.

Guidelines for taking 
intelligent breaks

‣ Take breaks before you feel like you need them – it is easier 
to prevent fatigue than to recover from it once it sets in

‣ Schedule at least two 15-minute breaks per day

‣ Use your break to do something active, away from screens
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Ideas for incorporating 
exercise into the 
workday

‣ Johnson and Johnson’s 7 minute workout

‣ Free-weights or kettle bells near your desk

‣ Tension rope

‣ Using a desk cycle (underneath your desk)

‣ Move around during conference calls using a wireless headset

‣ Schedule walking meetings

An alternative use for breaks is 
taking a nap, which has been 
shown to raise alertness, improve 
memory and boost performance.
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Guidelines for 
smart napping

‣ Aim for 20-30 minutes

‣ Find your napping “sweet spot”  
(the ideal time of day for napping varies according to when you wake up)
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‣ Avoid deep sleep

‣ Set an alarm

‣ Find a quiet space

‣ Use a sweatshirt or a blanket

‣ Keep a pad and pen handy

‣ Consider drinking coffee before your nap

Wake time Ideal nap time
6:00am 1:30pm
6:30am 1:45pm
7:00am 2:00pm
7:30am 2:15pm
8:00am 2:30pm
8:30am 2:45pm
9:00am 3:00pm
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Procrastination is when 
we put off important, often 
challenging tasks by 
occupying ourselves with 
activities that are easier 
and more fun to do.
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The first thing to do when 
you suspect that you might 
be putting something off is 
to identify why you’re 
procrastinating

A. I’m concerned I’ll come up short (Fear)

B. I’m not clear on how to get this done (Ambiguity)

C. It’s just too boring or unpleasant (Boredom/Unpleasantness)

Ask yourself: Why do I not want to do this?

Is it because… 

In most cases, 
procrastination is brought 
about by negative emotions

‣ When work gets uncomfortable, we often find ourselves 
delaying, postponing and distracting ourselves, which we 
rationalize by doing something else.

‣ This helps us avoid a negative experience in the short 
term. It also makes it more difficult to be successful over 
the long term.
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Tips for overcoming  
fear-based 
procrastination

‣ Break down what you need to do into the smallest 
possible steps, as you would if you were to deliver 
them to someone else.

Imagine yourself outsourcing 
the task to someone else

‣ Perfectionism can be useful – but not at the beginning.

‣ Here, your goal is to produce a serviceable first draft 
that can be revised.

Temporarily lower your 
expectations

‣ Reflecting on your ‘why’ will help you find the 
motivation you need to get started.

Ask yourself why you want this done
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Tips for overcoming 
boredom-based 
procrastination

Make your due date feel more urgent 
by translating months into days

Pair unpleasant tasks with 
immediate rewards

Change your environment

‣ Going to a new location refreshes your mindset

Try to involve others, either by 
getting them to do the task with you, 
or by making a public declaration
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Tips for overcoming 
ambiguity-based 
procrastination

Find a successful exemplar and study 
it. As you review it, ask yourself:

‣ What can I learn from this?

‣ What makes this work?

‣ If I were trying to recreate this, where would I start?

Seek advice from a coach,  
a colleague, or someone who has 
successfully accomplished what  
you are trying to achieve

Identify the smallest action to get started
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